The ALC Bridge program is a platform for students interested in the language industry to explore career opportunities; educators to keep their fingers on the pulse of the industry; and employers to fill language-focused positions requiring professional skills. ALC Bridge is changing the way the language industry connects.

**CONNECTIONS**

Collaboration between employers and educators, the ALC Bridge prepares language students and professionals for the careers emerging in this evolving world.

**EDUCATORS & EMPLOYERS**

By promoting shared learning between the professional and academic sides of the language services supply chain, ALC Bridge ensures the availability of future generations of qualified language talent.

**CAREER SEEKERS**

ALC Bridge helps language professionals and students alike to identify, explore and land career-oriented jobs in the language services field, through its:

- Dynamic events and webinars
- Vast array of combined resources

**UNIQUE JOB BOARD**

alcbridge.careerwebsite.com

[www.ALCBridge.org](http://www.ALCBridge.org)

**DONATE TO ALC BRIDGE TODAY!**

[alcus.org/page/bridgedonation](http://alcus.org/page/bridgedonation)